
A seasonal business 
success story.

The Highlights:
• Corbetts Ski + Snowboard: Winter gear specialists with over 76 years of experience.

• With separate store and office locations, they needed a unified phone connection.

• Other providers weren’t able to find a cost-effective solution, then Cogeco stepped in.

• Their Cogeco Account Executive helped establish a seamless connection between locations. 

• On top of a unified phone solution, they were growing their online presence and needed 
bigger bandwidth and more speed.



About Corbetts
Corbetts Ski + Snowboard was founded in 1941 by Bud Corbett and in 1967 Bud passed the torch to long-term 

employee Ken Brown. Despite the seasonal nature of Corbetts, business has boomed in recent years. Their highly 

experienced staff and extensive online offering has turned one-time customers into returning enthusiasts. Corbetts 

is now a well-known establishment in ski and snowboard communities across North America, and one of the 

must-visit stores for first-timers and experts. But Corbetts services go beyond the traditional retail as they offer 

a personalized approach for each customer. The result is that Corbetts customers get not only the products they 

want, but the ones they need to make every trip to the slopes a memorable one.

The Challenge
The Corbetts store location in Oakville is well-known as a one-stop shop for everything ski- and snowboard-related. 

Their staff are experts in sizing and outfitting a range of ages and skill levels, so it’s no surprise that their retail 

location is very popular. With a successful, busy store location, they needed to establish their online team in 

a separate location. But unfortunately, they found themselves running into the issue of connectivity. Without 

a unified connection, they didn’t have the ability to transfer calls to the online support team or a separate location. 

Instead, customers would have to do the extra work themselves and Corbetts store staff were losing valuable time 

fielding unrelated calls when they needed to focus on in-store customer service. As their online business started to 

grow, Corbetts also realized that their Internet service was slowing them down. When Corbetts asked their previous 

provider for assistance in solving the issue, the infrastructure cost was astronomical. Then they called Cogeco. 

Their Business Account Executive, Anna Murray, explained that not only could Cogeco provide the solution they 

needed – but there would be no extra infrastructure costs. 



How we assessed their needs
Cogeco Business Solutions knows that no two businesses are alike. Because every business has a unique set of technical 

needs, Account Executives like Anna play a vital role in helping our partners find the solution that is right for their 

business. Anna’s process as a Cogeco Account Executive involved researching the business, looking at their current 

connection, and working closely with the business to understand what they do so she can give them the solution that 

not only supports their business today, but can be evolved to help them reach their goals as the business grows. 

After getting to know the Corbetts business, Anna was able to identify and address the key issues Corbetts faced. 

Their online business was growing and more bandwidth plus faster speeds would help support the online team and 

create a more efficient, effective process. The unified phone system was a must for a business with three locations. 

Products and Solutions
When Corbetts got in touch with Anna they were ready to take their business to the next level. The unified phone 

connection was important but their growing online business meant that also needed a faster Internet connection. 

Anna visited Corbetts in-person to meet the owners and ensure they could address their business needs in the best way. 

After meeting with the Corbetts team, Anna determined that Business UltraFibre Internet 250 would be the perfect 

Internet product to give them the unlimited bandwidth and ultrafast speeds they needed. The Hosted PBX solution was 

perfect when it came to creating a more seamless internal and external phone system. 

Continuing the partnership
Finding the solution to their business needs was just the beginning of Anna’s relationship with Corbetts. She’ll continue 

to check in and touch base with the Corbetts team to ensure their business services are exactly what they need as the 

business expands. Retail moves quickly so she’ll be ready to adjust and change their services as soon as their needs 

evolve. With the added support of the Cogeco local technical support team, any issues that arise will be addressed 

quickly and effectively so Corbetts never has to worry about any downtime. 

The Results
The best business services are ones you don’t have to think about. They should perfectly complement the business, 

make things easier, and create an experience that allows employees to focus on their day-to-day work. With Hosted PBX, 

more bandwidth and ultrafast Internet, Corbetts continues to grow, evolve and be a leader in the ski and snowboarding 

business. All they are looking to now is another snowy winter down the road. 


